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One Year at New Location Has Originated Continuous
Vložil gagajjyunn - 30/10/2013 04:am30
_____________________________________

Administration Outsourcing techniques Firm 
Benefit Convey Services, LLC, a leader in providing benefits supervision outsourcing services an
internet-based benefits enrollment for big, medium and modest organizations, celebrated it really is one
year anniversary from its headquarters from 1700 E. Golf Path in Schaumburg, IL. Transferring to the
21,295 sq . ft . 10th floor of the Two Century Centre developing, Benefit Express continues to be able to
grow in more ways than one. 
Your state-of-the art facility can be centrally located to Chi town and OHare Airport, enabling convenient
prospect as well as client meetings. Together with the move, we were in the end able to increase our
client base, commented Nancy Bradley, President and Founder of Gain Express. It is an exciting time for
Benefit Communicate and many clients and also prospects have been capable to join in the excitement.
Considering that the move to the new creating, the company has seen more on-site meetings with
consumers and prospects as well as an increase in prospective workers. The new Schaumburg location
enables more employees this means we have even better equipped departments and clubs dedicated to
serving our clients. Benefit Express employee head depend has increased by over 15% since the move. 
The newest location is a totally equipped office building complete with a fitness center and eating place.
Employees also enjoy the benefit of being located straight across from Woodfield Shopping mall. Benefit
Express will have its company signs atop the high rise building by the parajumper parka end of 2013,
which will face interstates Ninety days and 290, permitting excellent exposure to our prime amounts of
interstate visitors on a daily basis. 
After moving back and forth between dark and fun, earnestness and satire, we've landed in the realm of
"twisted." Not necessarily twisted like the Noticed franchise, which in the conception parajumpers outlet
was imaginative but devolved into nothing more than the "let's see how significantly gore we can get
away with" maxim. Twisted in principle, in presentation, from the parajumpers sale exploit of the human
being imagination to produce parajumper jackets something truly parajumper coats frightening... and, of
course, enjoyable.
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